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A B S T R A C T   

In this paper, sensitivity equations for the Thévenin equivalent parameters, voltage and reactance, are derived 
using the duality between the Thévenin parameters from two consecutive PMU measurements. Using the 
sensitivity equation for the Thévenin reactance, a robust adaptive X-Th algorithm is developed aiming to extend 
a well-known adaptive E-Th approach by being able to accurately estimate the parameters for a wider range of 
loading conditions. In the performed case studies the resulting accuracy is evaluated when estimating the 
Thévenin parameters for large disturbances, for two sides with respect to a boundary bus, accommodating 
sensitivity to topology changes and nonlinearities in power systems. The results can be used for accurate voltage 
stability assessment using the Thévenin parameters.   

1. Introduction 

In today’s power grids, concern regarding transmission infrastruc-
ture has been growing due to the continuing load demand increase [1]. 
Power systems are facing faster pace of renewable energy resource 
(RER) integration, when compared to new transmission lines re-
inforcements to support renewable energy delivery [2]. These scenarios 
lead the transmission networks to operate closer to their power transfer 
limits, threatening the secure operation of power systems, and 
increasing the risk of blackouts due to voltage instability, associated 
with the inability of the transmission system to address the load demand 
[3,4]. Therefore, the importance of robust online tools for real-time 
monitoring of voltage stability limits, which make timely mitigation 
actions from system operators possible, increases significantly. 

One way to perform voltage stability assessment is to use measure-
ments from synchronized phasor measurement units (PMU), that has 
already inspired the development of many voltage stability assessment 
approaches [5–16]. Approaches in [5–8] require network topology in-
formation obtained from the supervisory control and data acquisition 
system (SCADA), while approaches in [9–16] are solely based on syn-
chronized measurements. 

A popular approach [17] to perform voltage stability assessment is 
through the use of Thévenin equivalent models, which represents the 

behavior of an external system seen from a given electric node (bus), by 
a voltage source in series with an impedance, known as the Thévenin 
voltage (ETh) and Thévenin impedance (ZTh), respectively [18,19]. Fig. 1 
shows the Thévenin equivalent voltage and impedance parameters (ETh 

and ZTh), respectively, connected to a load bus. 
The main idea of the approach is to accurately compute the equiv-

alent parameters (ETh and ZTh) from the buses of interest, keep the pa-
rameters updated as fast as possible in order to track topological 
changes, and then to monitor the maximum power transfer (MPT) 
constrained by the voltage stability limit of the system [3,4,20]. Inac-
curate estimations of ETh and/or ZTh may lead to erroneous estimations 
of the voltage stability limits and power margins. 

Among the aforementioned papers, the adaptive E-Th approach [12] 
combines many advantages for robust online voltage stability assess-
ment, namely representation of the effects of nonlinearities due to 
control actions [21–23], the absence of requirement of network topol-
ogy knowledge, and an estimation process requiring a window of just 
two measurements to update the Thévenin parameters towards the 
actual values [12]. 

Despite of the advantages of the adaptive E-Th approach, evaluating 
the formulations and assumptions made by the authors in [12] as shown 
in Section 2, confirmed by simulations results in Section 4, one can show 
that this approach may not be able to properly estimate the Thévenin 
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parameters when the considered PMU measurements correspond to 
loads with a leading power factor. 

To solve this issue and cover a wider range of solutions than the 
adaptive E-Th approach, this paper aims to provide a more compre-
hensive analysis of the issue of computing the Thévenin parameters in 
real-time adaptively and extend [12] to estimate a wider range of 
loading conditions, keeping the advantages of the adaptive E-Th 
approach. A robust approach based on the sensitivity equations for the 
Thévenin parameters ETh and ZTh is proposed, making use of the duality 
between the two quantities. 

2. Computing the Thévenin parameters adaptively 

The Thévenin equivalent of a single load connected to a stiff voltage 
source is shown in Fig. 1, where ETh = ETh∠β is the Thévenin voltage 
phasor, ZTh = RTh + jXTh the Thévenin impedance, IL = IL∠0 the load 
current phasor, VL = VL∠θ the load voltage phasor, ZL = ZL∠θ the load 
impedance, β the angle between the Thévenin voltage and the load 
current, and θthe angle between the load voltage and the load current. 

Using Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the Thévenin voltage is given by 

ETh = ZThIL + VL (1) 

For generators and high-voltage transmission lines X >> R. Hence, 
the assumption of RTh ≈ 0 can be made. Considering ZTh = jXTh and 
separating (1) into real and imaginary components, results in 
(

EThcosβ = VLcosθ
EThsinβ = XThIL + VLsinθ

)

(2) 

In (2) IL, VL, and θ are known from measurements, whereas ETh, XTh, β 
are unknown variables. In (2) IL is used as the angle reference instead of 
VL or ETh because the resulting expressions are simpler to work with. 

2.1. Adaptive X-Th and E-Th approaches 

To solve the underdetermined system of equations in (2), two ap-
proaches can be derived: the first one choosing ETh as a free variable, 
that will be named as “adaptive E-Th approach”, and the second one 
selecting XTh as a free variable, which will be called “adaptive X-Th 
approach.” 

For the adaptive E-Th approach, ETh has its value set independently, 
and then β and XTh are computed using the following equations, derived 
from (2) as 

β = arccos
(

VLcosθ
ETh

)

, XTh =
EThsinβ − VLsinθ

IL
, (3) 

If the actual value is chosen for ETh, then XTh and β will achieve their 
correct values as well. 

For the adaptive X-Th approach, XTh is chosen independently, and 

then β and ETh are computed using equations, also derived from (2) as 

β = arctan
(

XThIL + VLsinθ
VLcosθ

)

, ETh =
VLcosθ

cosβ
(4) 

Analogously to what happens in the adaptive E-Th approach, if the 
actual XTh is set, the correct values of β and ETh can be obtained. 

2.2. Estimating thévenin parameters adaptively 

Both adaptive approaches (ETh or XTh) require conditions to properly 
update the free variables, after the initial guess, in order to achieve 
convergence to their actual values. 

To solve this issue, the adaptive E-Th approach developed a theorem 
based on two different consecutive loading conditions, relying in the 
variation of the absolute value of the load impedance ΔZi

L = Zi
L − Zi− 1

L ,

and on the difference between two consecutive estimated values for the 
Thévenin reactance ΔXi

Th = Xi
Th − Xi− 1

Th using (3), to identify whether Ei
Th 

is over- or under-estimated. Once the over- or under-estimation of the 
free variable is identified, a predetermined sized decrement or incre-
ment, is applied to the current estimated value of Ei

Th. This procedure is 
performed for every new pair of different PMU measurements, and Ei

Th is 
updated until convergence is achieved. In short, the developed theorem 
increases Ei

Th when ΔZL and ΔXTh have same signs, and decreases Ei
Th 

when ΔZL and ΔXTh have opposite signs. 
Nonetheless, evaluating the formulations and assumptions made by 

the authors in [12], confirmed by simulation results, one can show that 
this approach is not able to properly estimate the Thévenin parameters 
when the PMU measurements represent a load with leading power 
factor, as the one shown in Figs. 2(b), since (3) is not able to compute 
negative values of β, which is a possibility when the actual XTh has a low 
value, or when the system is subjected to a light loading condition. Fig. 2 
(a) and (b) reflect capacitive loading conditions for positive and nega-
tive values of β, respectively. When the load is inductive, if IL is chosen as 
the phase reference, β is always positive. 

Based on this observation, to extend the adaptive E-Th approach, a 
new adaptive approach is proposed based on the sensitivity equations 
for ETh and XTh, obtained from the analytical expressions for the 
Thévenin parameters when two consecutive loading conditions are 
considered. The role of the sensitivity equations is to provide accurate 
decisions for each updating step regardless of whether the E-Th or X-Th 
approach is chosen, to bring the initial guess for the chosen free variable 
towards its convergence, replacing the theorem from the adaptive E-Th 

Fig. 1. Thévenin equivalent from a load bus.  

Fig. 2. Capacitive loads phasor diagrams: (a) positive β, (b) negative β.  
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approach but keeping its benefits. 

3. Derivation of the sensisitvity equations 

3.1. True Thévenin reactance and voltage solutions 

Combining (3) by squaring both equations and adding them to form a 
single equation, one can achieve the following single β-independent 
equation 

E2
Th = V2

L + X2
ThI2

L + 2XThILVLsinθ (5) 

Eq. (5) has two unknowns: ETh and XTh; hence, with two sets of PMU 
measurements, it is possible to obtain those quantities. Substituting QL =

ILVLsinθ in (5) and using two consecutive sets of measurements with 
different loading conditions results in 
⎛

⎝
E2

Th =
(
Vi− 1

L

)2
+ X2

Th

(
Ii− 1

L

)2
+ 2XThQi− 1

L

E2
Th =

(
Vi

L

)2
+ X2

Th

(
Ii

L

)2
+ 2XThQi

L

⎞

⎠ (6)  

where i and i–1 stand for the current and previous measurements, 
respectively. 

One can verify that (6) is formed by two quadratic equations, and 
theoretically, it has four pairs of solutions: four values for ETh (all four 
solutions are unique) and four for XTh (two out of four solutions are 
unique). Therefore, more than one solution can be obtained for the 
Thévenin parameters when they are estimated from two consecutive 
loading conditions. However, as described in the Appendix A, just one 
out of four pairs is related to the actual parameters. 

Solving (6) two unique solutions for XTh are obtained: 

XTh =

Qi
L − Qi− 1

L ±

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(
Qi− 1

L − Qi
L

)2
−
[(

Ii− 1
L

)2
−
(
Ii

L

)2
][(

Vi− 1
L

)2
−
(
Vi

L

)2
]√

(
Ii− 1

L
)2
−
(
Ii

L
)2 (7)  

and four (two for each XTh) solutions for ETh are obtained: 

ETh = ±

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(
Ii− 1

L

)2( Vi
L

)2
−
(
Ii

L

)2( Vi− 1
L

)2
+ 2

[(
Ii− 1

L

)2Qi
L −

(
Ii

L

)2Qi− 1
L

]
XTh

√

(
Ii− 1

L
)2

−
(
Ii

L
)2 (8) 

Negative ETh solutions are not feasible for the Thévenin equivalent of 
a real system and can be excluded leaving only two ETh solutions which 
correspond to two XTh solutions. 

From (7) and (8) it is not possible to distinguish the true and wrong 
solution for every new pair of PMU measurements. In addition, if the 
measurements are corrupted by noise, the accuracy of Thévenin pa-
rameters estimation can be affected, which in turn can hinder voltage 
stability assessment. 

3.2. Sensitivity equations for the X-Th and E-Th approaches 

To identify the actual solution correctly, the sensitivity equations 
(for both X-Th and E-Th approaches) are developed. The sensitivity 
expressions drive the updates from an initial guess for the free variables 
toward the actual parameter values, with increments or decrements for 
every new available measurement. 

Define ETh = Eapp
Th + ΔETh and XTh = Xapp

Th + ΔXTh, where Eapp
Th and Xapp

Th 
are the approximate Thévenin parameters and ΔETh and ΔXTh are the 
approximate differences between the true and approximate Thévenin 
parameters, and assume that ΔE2

Th ≈ 0 and ΔX2
Th ≈ 0. When ETh and XTh 

are squared, the following expressions are obtained 

E2
Th = (Eapp

Th )
2
+ 2Eapp

Th ΔETh,

X2
Th = (Xapp

Th )
2
+ 2Xapp

Th ΔXTh (9)  

yielding approximated expressions for the true E2
Th and X2

Th.

Substituting the approximate expressions for E2
Th and X2

Th from (9) 
into (6) and solving for ΔXTh results in 

ΔXTh = − Xapp
Th −

1
2

(
Xapp

Th Ii
L

)2
−
(
Xapp

Th Ii− 1
L

)2
+
(
Vi− 1

L

)2
−
(
Vi

L

)2

Xapp
Th

(
Ii− 1

L
)2

− Xapp
Th

(
Ii

L
)2

+ Qi− 1
L − Qi

L

(10) 

Rearranging and simplifying (10) using (5), results in 

ΔXTh =
Ei

Th − Ei− 1
Th

Qi− 1
S

Eavg
Th

−
Qi

S
Eavg

Th

= Eavg
Th

(
Ei

Th − Ei− 1
Th

)

(
Qi− 1

S − Qi
S
) (11)  

where Ei
Th and Ei− 1

Th are computed from (4), Eavg
Th =

Ei
Th+Ei− 1

Th
2 , Qi

S =

Xapp
Th (Ii

L)
2
+ Qi

L and Qi− 1
S = Xapp

Th (Ii− 1
L )

2
+ Qi− 1

L are the approximated reac-
tive power values from the voltage source. 

Eq. (11) highlights that (Ei
Th − Ei− 1

Th ) and (Qi− 1
s − Qi

s) are the key factors 
that the sign of the increment ΔXTh depends on, i.e., it depends on the 
source reactive power difference and the computed equivalent voltage 
difference. 

Using the duality between ETh and XTh, a similar sensitivity equation 
can be obtained as 

ΔETh =
Xi

Th − Xi− 1
Th

Eapp
Th

Qi− 1
S

−
Eapp

Th
Qi

S

= −

(
Qi− 1

s Qi
s

)

Eapp
Th

(
Xi

Th − Xi− 1
Th

)

(
Qi− 1

s − Qi
s

) (12)  

where Eapp
Th is the free variable, and Xi

Th and Xi− 1
Th are computed from (3). 

Comparing (11) and (12), one can verify that regardless of the 
approach, the source reactive power difference is the key factor for the 
sign of the increment, and for the adaptive E-Th approach the sign of the 
increment depends on (Xi

Th − Xi− 1
Th ), instead of (Ei

Th − Ei− 1
Th ).

Reaching this point, the adaptive E-Th approach sensitivity Eq. (12) 
falls into the same limitation described in Section II.B for the method in 
[12], which is not guaranteed to compute the sign of β correctly, when 
the actual sign is negative. Thus, besides the sensitivity equation, the 
adaptive E-Th approach would also require an additional algorithm to 
detect the sign of β correctly. 

However, this limitation is not present in the system of Eq. (4) of the 
adaptive X-Th approach. In this case the sign of β can be calculated 
correctly because arctan is an odd function. Thus, the adaptive X-Th 
approach sensitivity equation is chosen to develop a robust algorithm to 
estimate the Thévenin parameters in real-time. 

3.3. Convergence to the true solution 

In order to assure that the sensitivity Eq. (11) leads the estimated 
parameters toward the actual quantities, the initial guess should be 
chosen as lying in a feasible operational range of values, following 
similar procedures as in [12]. Choosing the actual value lying between 
zero and the load impedance Zi

L, the initial XTh value is set as 

X0
Th =

Z0
L

2
(13) 

If the initial guess for XTh is outside of the aforementioned feasible 
range, the algorithm may converge to the wrong solution of (6). 

3.4. Algortithm for the adaptive X-Th approach 

As described in Section III.B the sign of Eq. (11) depends on the 
source reactive power difference (Qi− 1

s − Qi
s), and the difference ΔEapp

Th =

(Ei
Th − Ei− 1

Th ).

Thus, to promote a robust approach against measurement noise, 
instead of using both the increment and direction provided by (11), only 
the direction from (11) is used, because due to noise-related errors 
infeasible increments may be computed, possibly leading to a non- 
convergent estimation. For the increments, a pre-fixed step size is 
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chosen, following the same choice used in [12]. 
The formulations described in Sections III.B – III.C are combined to 

establish the following algorithm:  

(1) Set the increment constant kinc.

(2) Compute X0
Th using (13).  

(3) Compute (βi,Ei
Th) using Xi− 1

Th in (4).  
(4) Compute ΔETh = Ei

Th − Ei− 1
Th .

(5) Compute ΔQs = Qi− 1
S − Qi

S.

(6) Compute the increment ΔX = Xi− 1
Th kinc.

(7) Check the following conditions:  
a If ΔQs⋅ΔETh > ε, then Xi

th = Xi− 1
Th + ΔX,

b If ΔQs⋅ΔETh < − ε, then Xi
th = Xi− 1

Th − ΔX,
c Otherwise, Xi

th = Xi− 1
Th .

(8) Update (βi,Ei
Th) using Xi

Th in (4).  
(9) Increment i and go back to step 3. 

In the algorithm ε sets a minimum variation for |ΔQs⋅ΔETh| so that if 
it is sufficiently small, then the estimated parameters are not updated. 
For the performed simulations ε is set to 10− 6. 

4. Case studies 

4.1. 2-machine system 

To show the accuracy of the new adaptive X-Th approach in esti-
mating the Thévenin parameters, a 2-machine system shown in Fig. 3 is 
considered. With this system it is possible to verify the response of the 
new approach to topology variation, estimation during a large distur-
bance, and estimation when the measurements correspond to loading 
condition with leading power factor. 

In addition, an issue raised by [18,19], which is related to estimating 
the Thévenin parameters from both sides with respect to a boundary bus, 
is addressed. The authors in [19] mention that approaches based on 
curve fitting, e.g., based on the least-squares error minimization, using 
current and voltage measurements at the boundary bus is only able to 
estimate one of the sides, which is called “stable side.” The stable side is 
defined as the side with less absolute variation of their equivalent pa-
rameters during the evaluated time window. The other side, with more 
variation is called the “changing side.” For example, if a time window of 
two consecutive PMU measurements is considered, the side which varies 
less between these two loading conditions will be estimated. However, 
they also mention the stable side may switch under some conditions, e. 
g., large penetration of variable non-dispatchable RER, which may lead 
methods as in [10] to track parameters from the other side. The pro-
posed adaptive approach aims to estimate both sides independently and 
track possible changes from both sides in real-time. 

For the system in Fig. 3, it is assumed that there are PMU measure-
ments of voltage and current available at the boundary bus at a reporting 
rate of 20 measurements per second. Area 1 has a large generator, 
modeled as an infinite bus (Xgen1 ≈ 0 pu), connected to the boundary bus 
through two transmission lines with reactance of 0.2 pu. Area 2 has a 
small generator, modeled with transient dynamics and a governor, but 

without an excitation system. This generator has the transient reactance 
X′

d = 0.31 pu and is connected to the boundary bus via a transformer 
with reactance 0.15 pu. The reason for choosing such a simple test 
system is that the true equivalent parameters can be established 
analytically, and then compared to the parameters estimated by the 
evaluated methods. 

The simulation scenario consists of a series of ramps and steps of the 
active power flowing from Gen 2 towards the infinite bus #1, as well as 
the event of tripping one of the lines connecting bus #1 to the boundary 
bus at 70 s, promoting a topology change. Fig. 4 shows the active and 
reactive power measured at the boundary bus. 

To show the improvements provided by the proposed adaptive X-Th 
approach, two other methods are also considered, namely the adaptive 
E-Th approach [12] and the Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) approach 
[10], which is an approach based on estimation of the Thévenin pa-
rameters by curve fitting. In order for the RLS approach to make esti-
mations for the same time window as for the proposed and the adaptive 
E-Th approaches, a forgetting factor of 0.5 is used for the RLS approach. 

The estimated Thévenin reactances and voltages for Area 1 are 
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. 

One can verify that the proposed approach and the RLS approach can 
properly estimate the Thévenin reactance of Area 1, since both methods 
obtain the value of 0.1 pu until 70 s, before the line is tripped, and both 
properly update their estimations to 0.2 pu after 70 s, showing good 
sensitivity to topology changes. In Fig. 6, the Thévenin voltage for Area 
1 is correctly estimated by the proposed RLS approaches, obtaining the 
value of 1.0 pu. The adaptive E-Th approach is not able to estimate the 
actual parameters, which happens because the measurements reflect a 
leading power factor scenario. 

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the estimated Thévenin reactances and volt-
ages for Area 2, respectively. 

The adaptive E-Th approach properly estimates Area 2 side because 
in this case the PMU measurements reflect a positive active and reactive 
power, a scenario for which the 

E-Th approach was designed. The RLS approach converges to the 
negative values of the Area 1 parameters and is not able to track the 
correct parameter values of Area 2 most of the time. 

When estimating the Area 1 parameters, according to [19] the RLS 
approach correctly converges to the actual parameters because Area 1 is 
the stable side for most of the evaluated two-measurements time win-
dows, which means the Area 1 parameters provide an estimation with 
smaller squared errors. Nonetheless, for the specific time range between 
70 s and 70.05 s another value is estimated, which is the negative of the 
equivalent reactance of Area 2, a value close to 0.46 pu. This result is 
also consistent with the derivations in [19], meaning that Area 2 be-
comes the stable side for this time span due to the line trip in Area 1, 
making Area 1 the changing side. The negative sign of estimated reac-
tance comes from the fact the stable side (the estimated side) is the side 
the considered current is directed to, i.e., from Area 1 to Area 2. Similar 
situation happens when the Area 2 parameters are estimated by RLS 

Fig. 3. Diagram of a 2-machine system.  Fig. 4. Active and reactive power measured at the boundary bus.  
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approach. 

4.2. IEEE 39-bus system 

In this section we use a well-known New England 39-bus system 
representing part of the US Eastern Interconnection. The system has 10 
generators and is shown in Fig. 9. The scenario of the load increase from 
[16] is simulated. Loads are modeled as constant power loads. Load 8 is 
increased by 10 MW/s keeping the power factor constant until voltage 
collapse occurs. The voltage magnitude and angle at bus 8, the active 
and reactive power on lines connecting to bus 8 (lines 8–5, 8,7 and 8,9) 
are recorded at 30 measurements per second and used as PMU mea-
surements. The system data can be found in [24]. 

The estimated Thevénin reactance together with the equivalent load 
impedance are shown in Fig. 10. 

In Fig. 10 at about 3.8 s Xprop converges to a value close 0.02 pu, 
being subjected to two step changes before the impedance matching 
happens: one at about 60 s and the other at about 150 s, which is 
consistent with the system events, since the generators G2 (bus 31) and 
G3 (bus 32) reach their over-excitation limits (OELs) at those times, 
respectively, causing the equivalent impedance to increase because with 
the terminal bus voltage support loss, their internal machine reactances 
become part of the equivalent Thévenin reactance. 

Fig. 10 reflects an accurate estimation of the Thévenin reactance 
Xprop since it properly tracks the MPT, once its impedance matches with 
ZL (at 172 s) just before the active power PL reaches its peak (at 173 s). 

To demonstrate the accuracy of voltage stability assessment using 
estimated Thévenin parameters, a power transfer stability margin 
(PTSM) is introduced. PTSM is based on the maximum active power that 
the transmission system can provide to the load. For a lossless trans-
mission system, where RTh = 0, maximum active power is calculated 
from [4] as 

Pmax =
E2

Thcosθ
2XTh(1 + sinθ)

(14) 

Using (14) PTSM is defined as 

PTSM =
Pmax − PL

Pmax
= 1 −

2PLXTh(1 + sinθ)
E2

Thcosθ
(15) 

Fig. 5. Thévenin reactances of area 1.  

Fig. 6. Thévenin voltages of area 1.  

Fig. 7. Thévenin reactances of area 2.  

Fig. 8. Thévenin voltages of area 2.  
Fig. 9. IEEE 39-bus system.  
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PSTM calculated for the 39-bus scenario is shown in Fig. 11. In 
Fig. 11 the increase of estimated Thévenin reactance at about 60 s and 
150 s is reflected in the decrease of the margin. Thus, PTSM calculated 
from the estimated Thévenin parameters is sensitive to the conditions 
when over-excitation limits are reached. At 172 s PTSM reaches zero 
accurately indicating voltage instability. 

It is worth mentioning that even though the resistances of trans-
mission lines in the IEEE 39-bus system are not equal to zero [24], which 
is one of the assumptions considered in the proposed approach in Sec-

tion 2, the proposed approach still achieves accurate tracking of the 
MPT, which is demonstrated in Figs. 10 and 11. 

5. Conclusions 

From the developed sensitivity Eqs. (11) and (12) for ETh and XTh, 
respectively, it follows that the reactive power difference at the equiv-
alent voltage source is the key quantity to update the free variables. 
When the Thévenin parameters are being estimated adaptively in real- 
time from an initial guess, the sign of the reactive power difference 
ensures convergence of the Thévenin parameters to their actual values. 

From the analytical solutions (7) and (8) it is shown that two possible 
solutions for the Thévenin equivalent parameters exist. The infeasible 
solution is excluded by choosing feasible initial guess for the free 
variable. 

The proposed adaptive X-Th approach, based on the XTh sensitivity 
equation, shows an accuracy improvement compared to the adaptive E- 
Th approach when both are tested in the 2-machine system case. When 
the considered PMU measurements represent leading power factor, the 
proposed approach estimates the Area 1 parameters correctly, while the 
adaptive E-Th approach diverges. Moreover, the proposed approach is 
able to properly estimate both system sides with respect to the boundary 
bus, while the RLS and adaptive E-Th approaches are only able to esti-
mate one system side. Also, the proposed approach shows good perfor-
mance against large disturbance and good sensitivity to topology 
changes. 

Finally, in the test on the IEEE 39-bus system, when voltage stability 
assessment is performed, the proposed approach shows accurate esti-
mation as the impedance matching condition is able to properly reflect 
the instability inception. In addition, the proposed approach properly 
responds to the effect of the nonlinearities caused by the action of the 
OELs of generators by updating the equivalent parameters. 

6. Appendix 

6.1. Example of Thévenin calculation using solution of a system of 
quadratic equations 

To demonstrate four pairs of solutions of the system of two quadratic 
equations in (6) two sets of measurements in per unit from Section III.A 
are used:    

Solving (6) the following pairs of solutions are obtained 

ETh =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

− 1
− 1.119

1
1.119

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ XTh =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

− 0.2
0.46
− 0.2
0.46

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ (A1) 

There is always a negative XTh solution if measurements are obtained 
at a boundary bus (Fig. 3). The last pair of solutions correspond to true 
Thévenin equivalent values: ETh = 1.119 pu, XTh = 0.46 pu. 
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